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What incredible travel experiences would you like to plan? Perhaps it will be a big reunion of
your favorite people to a destination on your life travel list (what I call your #BookItList), or
maybe it will be that incredible cruise itinerary you've always dreamed of. By the time this is
all over, we'll all be keen to move around. There are so many beautiful corners of the planet
to explore.

The new face of travel has a silver lining – once over-touristed destinations will be less
crowded and travelers will opt for more isolated places. Experts predict that travelers will
be more thoughtful and responsible when it comes to destinations and how they approach
the entire travel experience. Travel companies will also be much more flexible than ever
when it comes to allowing travelers to postpone or cancel trips when necessary.

 The only thing better than heading off on a travel journey is planning one. Now is the
perfect time to start figuring out when and where your next adventure will be. When you're
ready to start traveling again, I'd love to help you pull together all of the elements of your
next vacation so that you can travel confidently. Here is a little travel inspiration for you to
get you thinking about your next vacation. When you’re ready to travel, the world is waiting. 

Designing bespoke, experiential journeys for the urbane traveler.™
 

Helping you see the WORLD, one experience at a time.™

WHERE TO GO NEXT – THE TOP LUXURY
DESTINATIONS FOR TRAVEL 
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Pre-travel Q&A
Travel document preparation
Researching and vetting commercial or chartered air travel, rail travel, cruises, villas,
resorts, hotels, and tours to meet your specific needs
Contacting travel partners
Checking and managing travel protocols for your destinations and pass-throughs so
that you are properly prepared
Determining and communicating passport and visa requirements
Coordinating transportation and all your travel elements
Analyzing fine print and travel partner terms and conditions
Drafting itineraries
Personal Concierge Service requests
Monitoring of your flight arrivals, departures, and boarding requirements

Where2Next? Travel, LLC is a boutique travel agency specializing in planning and booking
your custom luxury travel itinerary, including couples-only romance, small group (16 or
fewer travelers) and private travel, charter jet travel, small ship ocean cruises, and
expedition travel experiences for discerning clientele. Where2Next? Travel, LLC is also a
Special Needs Group™ Certified Accessible Travel Advocate and a Certified Scootaround
Blue Star Advisor – trained with a deeper knowledge of the specific requirements for
travelers with limited mobility, allowing me to better serve this rapidly growing segment of
the luxury travel market.

Planning a custom travel experience involves a considerable amount of time and research,
and my work is based on years of personal experience and professional expertise for the
following:

I do all this and more on your behalf. You also receive my support all through the before,
during, and after of your vacation experience. Your final itinerary and documents will give
you as smooth a travel experience as is possible. All travel arranged through Where2Next?
Travel, LLC offers peace of mind, and I am an experienced professional in the business of
planning exceptional individual and small-group travel experiences for sophisticated and
discerning travelers who demand the most professional attention to detail and execution of
a well-planned trip. You can count on me to provide expert insight, save you valuable time &
money, and deliver a trip tailor-made to your needs.

Please reach out to me if you are interested in the destinations included in this Luxury Travel
Collection Look Book – together we will plan a custom itinerary designed just for you and
your travel companions.
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Kenya is always a classic and its landscapes are the definition of “wide-open,” which
makes the country more appealing than ever. Add some stylish new hotel offerings
and it’s no wonder Kenya is topping the list. Kenya is the country where safari was
born. 

Discover the dramatic Great Rift Valley, mountain highlands, or the coastline of the
Indian Ocean with its white sandy beaches. Kenya is also home to the Big Five and you
will experience close encounters with lions, elephants, rhinos, and many other wildlife.
Book your safari to the world-famous Masai Mara Game Reserve or Amboseli National
Park, offering spectacular views of Mt. Kilimanjaro.
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Tucked between Panama and Nicaragua on the Central American isthmus, Costa
Rica has been transformed in recent years into a top-notch destination for both
eco-tourists and beach-goers alike. The country’s deep biodiversity and
commitment to preserving nature have attracted travelers from around the
world who come to explore the rainforests, volcanoes, and mountains that make
up Costa Rica’s interior — as well as the Pacific and Caribbean waters that
surround it. Literally, the “Rich Coast” in Spanish, Costa Rica’s 1,400 miles of
shoreline provide endless beaches to explore — from secluded fishing villages to
luxury resorts, all infused with a joyous Latin culture.

Those looking to travel sustainably will be pleased with Costa Rica’s progress: this
long-time leader in global conservation and sustainability that runs on 99.5%
clean and renewable energy plans to achieve complete decarbonization by 2050.
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While the magic of Paris has been well documented, you’ll never quite understand it until you
experience the grand boulevards, outdoor cafés, and twinkling street lamps firsthand. Filled with
art, luxurious hotels, unrivaled shopping, and outstanding restaurants, Paris attracts foodies,
fashionistas, art connoisseurs, and everyone in between.

The City of Light is divided into 20 numbered arrondissements (neighborhoods) and most visitors
stick to the first 10, nearest the city’s center. Once you’ve seen the must-visit tourist spots —
Mona Lisa’s smile at the Louvre, the view from the Eiffel Tower, the giant bells of Notre Dame
Cathedral — settle into a busy corner café to take in some world-class people-watching.

Shop along the Champs-Élysées and duck into a traditional brasserie for favorites like pâté en
croute and guinea hen. Lovers will find this one of the most romantic cities in the world — at night,
dimly lit narrow cobblestone streets beg for hand-holding and stolen displays of affection.
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More than the beach... While Mexico’s beaches will always remain popular, the
heart of Mexico’s interior destinations is beating strong. Watch for unique spots
like the Yucatán’s capital city of Mérida. Mérida’s international airport is also
doubling the capacity of its air terminal through important infrastructure
improvements. Then there’s San Miguel de Allende, voted the best small city in
the world by Condé Nast Traveler and is a gastronomical paradise. Mexico City
has seen a surge in recent years and this coming year is no different. The
fantastic cultural and cuisine offerings have always been a part of the draw, but
the opportunities to explore neighboring towns and villages and fabulous hotels,
of course, are really changing the landscape of this city.
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Egypt houses a third of all of the world’s antiquities and is home to the only remaining
place in the original Seven Wonders of the Ancient World: the pyramids at Giza. The
long-awaited Grand Egyptian Museum is now open. Located at the foot of the Great
Pyramids, it will be filled with dazzling exhibitions, including one showcasing every
artifact found in the tomb of King Tutankhamun. It will be a destination in and of itself
for anyone interested in ancient history.

The Great Pyramid of Cheops rises up next to ramshackle apartment buildings, and in
medieval Cairo, families inhabit structures built during the Mamluk era, nearly 800
years ago. The city may seem impossibly crowded and frenetic, but the serene and
ancient Nile flows right through the middle of it all.
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Many destinations have evaluated how they can manage travel more sustainably in the
future. For Rwanda, sustainable travel has been at the heart of everything it does since
2005, when a program was established to help benefit communities near Rwanda's
national parks. Rwanda has done an incredible job of acting quickly to resume tourism
activities with additional safety measures in order to protect not only travelers and
locals, but also the endangered primates that inhabit their forests.

Rwanda appeals to travelers who have already discovered Africa and want to explore
new regions. The number of visitors is limited, so not just anyone can go. Highlights
include Gishwati Mukura National Park, which is undergoing a massive reforestation
effort and plans to begin tourism operations (primate trekking, birding, hiking and
more) in future months. Consider and adventure on the Mantis Kivu Queen, a luxury
houseboat cruising Lake Kivu.
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Situated on the Arabian Sea, Qatar is known for its fascinating culture and its varied
landscapes, ranging from beaches to desert to the futuristic sky-scraping capital of Doha.
Qatar is positioning itself as the region’s prime spot for travel, sustainable tourism, and
cultural experiences. Tourism has grown significantly and the FIFA World Cup was hosted
here in 2022.

Someday the city may even emerge as the region’s cultural Mecca — only here can you catch
a Hollywood film at the Doha Tribeca Film Festival, listen to fusions of Arabian-European
melodies by the Qatar Philharmonic Orchestra and peruse exquisite artifacts at the Museum
of Islamic Art, itself a work of art designed by architect I.M. Pei. If you’re looking for a Gulf
metropolis with a touch of glitz, a touch of class and a whole lot of heart, then Doha is the
place to be. No other city in the Middle East is so seamlessly intertwining Western pizazz with
its Arab-Islamic roots — and it’s only just getting started.
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Not many people have the privilege of saying they’ve stepped foot on Antarctica, but you can
check that off your list with a voyage to the frigid continent. You’ll spend anywhere from
seven to 15 days aboard a purpose-built ice-class vessel, making your way from Ushuaia,
Argentina, to the Antarctic Peninsula. The cruise ship is as luxurious as you’d want it to be - all
of the staterooms and suites boast ocean views, butler service, and complimentary 24-hour
room service.

When you aren’t feasting on the gourmet food (with some menus inspired by Relais &
Châteaux), you can board a Zodiac boat and begin discovering all the frozen tundra has to
offer, keeping your eyes peeled for penguins, seals, and whales. Days are spent exploring the
Antarctic Peninsula, with various Zodiac expeditions included. What really sets these
expedition cruises apart is the team that’s onboard; historians, marine biologists, and
naturalists lead lectures and presentations, so you actually know what you’re seeing.
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It’s the best of all worlds - city life, vineyards and safari all in one trip. Nothing beats a trip to
South Africa. Travelers can head to the bustling hub of Cape Town for its dynamic food, wine
and design scene, experience historic sites in Johannesburg, try kite surfing on the coastline of
the Indian and Atlantic oceans and experience the renowned luxury safari camps.

Cape Town is a city is bursting at the seams with so many things to see and do, including hiking
Table Mountain and Signal Hill, spotting penguins in Boulders Beach, strolling Kirstenbosch
National Botanic Garden, visiting Robben Island Museum (the former prison that held Nelson
Mandela) and much more.

In Johannesburg, the restaurants and eclectic suburbs rival those of New York and Paris, but
the area keeps things uniquely South African. It’s impossible to do everything in one trip, but it
won’t take long to appreciate the sights and sounds of the country’s largest city.
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Greece is definitely a destination for history aficionados, thanks to its classic and natural wonders. From
Athens to Santorini, there is something for everyone. I recommend visiting Athens first for two or three
nights before venturing out to the islands, including the striking and scenic Santorini and the more active
and entertaining island of Mykonos.

Santorini is one of the most striking of the Greek Islands. As you approach the island by boat, there isn’t a
more dramatic entrance. White sugar-cube buildings dangle off the soaring multi-hued cliffs with pops of
royal blue peeking out from the domed churches with their white crucifixes planted on top. Its volcanic
history and lost-city mystique are what give Santorini such a smoldering, almost spiritual quality.

Cool new design hotels and a crop of epicurean restaurants lure travelers to Mykonos’ mazelike streets
and white-sand beaches. It is Mykonos’ unmistakable allure that draws you in, whether you come via ferry
boat or private yacht. The island embodies a Greek summer: sea and sand, good food, and a healthy dose
of what the Greeks call kefi, a word that has many meanings: joy, exuberance, and passion.
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I know you’re not going to Galàpagos to be a tourist. You're an adventurer seeking the luxury
trip of a lifetime in this one-of-a-kind destination. The Galápagos Islands, located roughly
600 miles off the coast of Ecuador, remained a closely-guarded natural secret for millions of
years. Over that time, the archipelago evolved into a home for an all-star cast of plants and
animals. Word of these islands and their magnificent beauty has steadily grown. In 1959, the
Galápagos became Ecuador's first National Park, and in 1978, it was named a UNESCO World
Heritage site. Today, more than 275,000 people visit the Galápagos every year to see those
incredible animals and landscapes for themselves.

As amazing as you think the Galápagos Islands will be, they routinely exceed expectations. It's
a place where lizards swim, birds walk, and humans — for once — don't take center stage.

http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1
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